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ABSTRACT 

Time is an important dimension in databases. In a 

conventional database, out—of—date information is usually 

replaced by current information to keep the database up-to-

date. In many applications, discarding old information is 

inappropriate. A temporal database incorporates the notion 

of time. Objects in a temporal database are not deleted. 

On the contrary, they are retained and time—stamped to 

indicate their periods of existence in the real world. 

Over the last few years, a number of temporal rela

tional database models have been proposed. This thesis 

reviews these models and proposes a heterogeneous model. We 

also develop a relational algebra and a tuple calculus for 

this model and prove their equivalence. The model and query 

languages capture the concept of "always" and "sometime" in 

natural language. In addition, they provide powerful oper

ations with respect to temporal properties of information 

contained in tuples. When compared to existing approaches, 

fewer operations are needed to express complex queries. As 

a result, fewer intermediate scratch pads will be used 

during query execution. Consequently the space and time 

complexity introduced by the temporal dimension in temporal 

databases will be reduced. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A great landmark in databases is Codd's proposal of the 

relational model which views a database as a collection of 

time-varying relations [C070]. However, the model itself 

incorporates neither the concept of time nor any theory of 

temporal semantics. In his model, all the data is organized 

in tabular form. Each row in a table, called a tuple, has 

the same horizontal format and reflects the relationships 

existing in the real world. An emp relation, which keeps 

information about employees, can be depicted as shown in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 

The Emp Relation (Static) 

1 NAME 

1 John 

1 Tom 

1 Mary 

DEPT 

Shoes 

Clothing 

Credit 

1 SALARY 1 

25K 1 

30K 1 

25K 1 

Such a relation is called a static relation, since it 

reflects only the most recent snapshot of the real world 



As events take place, the real world changes state; new 

values are added into databases, and the previous values are 

deleted. For instance, if the salary of John has risen from 

25K to 30K, the old data will be replaced by the new value 

of 30K. Thus, only the current information is kept in the 

database. Nevertheless, for certain applications, the past 

data is of paramount interest to us. Examples can be found 

in payroll and accounting systems, or medical information 

systems, where a patient's medical history is particularly 

important. By keeping the past data in the database, we can 

trace the state of our database back to any time in the 

past. Moreover, we can also ask time—related questions, for 

instance, about the employees' records: 

"Has John's salary risen?" 

"Who worked in the Toy Department when John was the 

manager?" 

"Who were the coworkers of John when he was in the 

Production Department?" 

"How much has John's salary risen in the last five 

years ?" 

"In which department was Mary working when Tom was in 

the Hardware Department?" 

Obviously, because of a lack of past information, the 

existing database systems cannot support these t i me —re 1 a t eii 



queries. Therefore, in order to retain complete information 

about the objects, one should keep past data in the database 

and associate time values with each data item to indicate 

its period of existence. The incorporation of time imposes 

a chronological order within the database. Such a database 

is termed a historical database or a temporal database. 

The inclusion of the time dimension causes a compli

cation in basic database structure and query semantics. In 

order to support this dimension, Codd's relational model 

needs to be extended to a temporal model, which incorporates 

a time domain for each object in a database. On the other 

hand, classical relational algebra and tuple calculus have 

to be enhanced to include temporal semantics. In this 

thesis we develop a relational algebra and a tuple calculus 

for a temporal database model. The model and query lan

guages have powerful features which provide capabilities for 

formulating and processing complex queries. We believe that 

this elegant framework can reduce space and time complexity 

introduced by the time dimension in temporal databases. 

In Chapter 2, we review the existing models for tem

poral databases, and provide an outline of their inherent 

limitations. In Chapter 3, we present the temporal databas b, e 

model and also introduce time—variant and time—invariant 

properties of objects in this model. We define the temporal 

relational algebra in Chapter 4 and the temporal relitiondl 



tuple calculus in Chapter 5. These abstract query languages 

are not proposed to be implemented exactly as described here 

in any development of temporal database management systems, 

but they are provided as a benchmark for evaluating any 

temporal database systems. In Chapter 6, we prove their 

equivalence to show that our work is within the classical 

relational approach. In Chapter 7, we conclude this thesis 

by comparing our model with the existing ones and give 

directions for future research. Throughout this thesis, we 

assume that the reader is familiar with basic relational 

database theories. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The need for providing temporal support in database 

systems has been well recognized. However, modeling time 

into databases has not received as much attention from the 

database community as it deserves. In the last five years, 

interest in this area has been amplified [ACJ83, BE82, 

KL83]. A comprehensive survey about the role of time in 

information processing has been compiled by Bolour, et al. 

[B082]. Subsequently, a number of temporal models and query 

languages have also been presented [SN84, CT85, GA85A, 

GA85B]. 

Broadly speaking, two approaches to the development of 

a model for temporal databases have emerged. One bases 

temporal databases on the static model, with time appearing 

as additional at tribute(s). The other extends the rela

tional model to incorporate time directly, which results in 

non—first—normal—form (non—INF) representation. We briefly 

discuss the work related to these two approaches. 

2.1 Extensions of the Static 
Relational Model 

In this approach, the static relational database model 

serves as the underlying model for a temporal database. 

Each temporal relation is embedded in a static relation 



containing additional temporal attribute(s). The notion of 

time is then captured by superimposing a temporal semantics 

through a special treatment of these attributes. 

2.1.1 LEGOL 2.0 and TQUEL 

LEGOL 2.0 is a relational specification language devel

oped by Jones, Mason and Stamper in 1979 [JMS79, JM80]. It 

is intended for writing certain complex rules, which occur 

in legislation or system formalization where the correct 

handling of time is an important issue. On the other hand, 

TQUEL [SN84, SN85A, SN85B] is a temporal extension of QUEL, 

a query language for the Ingres relational database manage

ment system [IN83]. TQUEL has been defined and implemented 

by Snodgrass. 

Although the query languages of Jones et al. and Snod

grass are different, their basic ideas about the underlying 

model are essentially the same. Time is handled by special 

attributes in the model. Each tuple is appended with two 

temporal attributes (START and END) to define the whole 

period of existence associated with the information in each 

table entry. In their formulation, the information about 

the salary and department of the employees may be repre

sented by the salary and department relations in Table 2 and 

Table 3. 



Table 2 

The Salary Relation 

NAME 

John 

John 

John 

Tom 

Tom 

Mary 

Mary 

SALARY 

15K 

20K 

25K 

20K 

30K 

25K 

25K 

START 

11 

50 

55 

0 

41 

0 

50 

END 

50 

55 

61 

21 

52 

45 

NOW 

Table 3 

The Department Relation 

NAME I DEPT | START | END 

John I Toys 1 1 1 | 45 

John I Shoes | 45 | 61 

Tom I Hardware | 0 | 21 

Tom I Clothing | 41 | 52 

Mary | Credit | 0 | 45 

Mary I Credit I 50 I NOW 
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It is clear from the tables that this model is highly 

redundant. The information about John's salary is forced to 

be split into several tuples. This redundancy is called the 

vertical temporal anomaly [GA85A]. Also note, that in the 

above representation, the information of the employees' 

salary and department has been put into different relations 

because their time intervals are different. Hence, this 

anomaly restricts our freedom in structuring the horizontal 

format of the relations, and we say that the representation 

has the horizontal temporal anomaly [GA85A]. To avoid the 

horizontal temporal anomaly in our relations, we can perhaps 

put the salary and department information about John into 

one relation, by allowing four tuples based upon the START 

and END time pairs, [11,45), [45,50), [50,55) and [55.61). 

Nevertheless, the vertical anomaly will be increased. 

Apparently Jones et al. and Snodgrass' representations 

depart from the users' conceptual view of their relations. 

A user may view an employee's record as a logical unit and 

should be allowed to store it in a single tuple. However, 

in their models, a logical unit has been split into a number 

of tuples, and hence it is difficult to capture the complete 

picture by a single tuple variable. As a result, their 

query languages based on these logical representations are 

cumbersome. 



2.1.2 Clifford and Warren's Model 

The work of Clifford and Warren [CL82, CW81] is the 

first serious attempt to incorporate a concept of time in 

databases. They formulate an intensional logic, to provide 

a language for temporal databases, and also give appropriate 

semantics for the language, in terms of a static relational 

algebra for a static relational model. But their logical 

model for the representation of temporal information is very 

cumbersome and redundant. First, a set of states is defined 

to denote the instants of time. Then a new attribute, 

STATE, is added to the relation scheme to time—stamp the 

tuples in the database. With the continuity assumption, the 

values in the relation are assumed to be valid until just 

before the next state. Another requirement in their logical 

model, called the comprehensive principle, is that all 

values of the key attributes should be entered at every 

state in order to follow objects and their attributes 

throughout all the states of the database. In addition, 

another special attribute, EXISTS?, is included to indicate 

which entities exist in any state. If an entity doesn't 

exist in a state, a 0 is entered in EXISTS? and NULL's are 

entered in the non-key attributes; otherwise, a 1 and the 

actual values are entered. To represent the emp relation in 

their model, we designate NAME as the key and assume NOW is 

80. Table 4 shows the resulting representation. 



Table 4 

Clifford and Warren's Model 
of the Emp Relation 

10 

STATE 1 

0 
0 

• • • 

11 
• • « 

30 
• • • 

80 

NAME 

John 
Tom 
« « • 

John 
• • • 

Tom 
1 • • • 

Mary 

EXISTS 

0 
1 

• • • 

1 
• • • 

0 
• • • 

1 

DEPT 

NULL 
Hardware 

• • • 

Toys 
• • • 

NULL 
• • • 

Credit 

SALARY 

NULL 
20K 

15K 

• • • 

NULL 
• • • 

25K 

As there are 10 employees and 80 instants of time, 

there will be 10x80 = 800 tuples in their logical model. 

Therefore, the model is extremely redundant and impractical. 

2.2 Non-First-Normal-Form 
Representations 

In this approach, time is modeled into databases di

rectly. Several values, each paired with a time stamp to 

indicate its period of validity, may be entered. The repre

sentation is no longer in first-normal-form (INF) since an 

entry may not be atomic. 

2-2.1 Clifford's New Model 

Ir a recent paper [CT85], Clifford discusses the prob

lems in defining a relational algebra for temporal database: 
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from an operational perspective. He explores the semantic 

issues arising from the introduction of time into the model, 

and discusses notions relating to the correctness and com

pleteness of such an algebra. He observes: 

"Whereas we previously defined a logical model theory 
for a temporal database, we are here interested in 
defining a relational algebra for temporal databases. 
This has proven more difficult than we imagined." 

Clifford also proposes a model which imports the idea 

of the continuity principle and treats the time—varying 

attributes as functions from points in time to simple val

ues. He uses a special time marker, called NULL, to termi

nate the period of validity of a value. Table 5 is his 

representation of the emp relation. 

Table 5 

Clifford's Representation of 
the Emp Relation 

NAME 1 SALARY | DEPT 

John 1 11—>15K 1 11—>Toys 
1 50—>20K 1 45—>Shoes 
1 55—>25K 1 61—>NULL 
1 61—>NULL 1 

Tom 1 0—>20K | 0—>Hardware 
1 21—>NULL 1 21—>NULL 
1 41—>30K 1 41—>Clothing 
1 52—>NULL 1 52—>NULL 

Mary | 0—>25K | 0—>Credit 
1 45—>NULL 1 45—>NULL 
1 50—>25K 1 50—>Credit 
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2.2.2 Gadia's Homogeneous Model 

Gadia's work gives the first comprehensive treatments 

for a temporal database model [GA85A, GA85B, GA86A, GA86B, 

GA86C]. He inserts the temporal dimension at the tuple 

level. He considers each entry in a tuple as a temporal 

assignment which is a function from time to simple values. 

His model is termed homogeneous because it requires that, 

within a tuple, the time domain should not vary from one 

attribute to another. This allows snapshots of a temporal 

relation to be non—null static relations. The semantics on 

temporal relations is then introduced through extending the 

classical semantics with snapshot interpretation. He 

develops a relational algebra and a tuple calculus for his 

homogeneous model and proves their equivalence. Based on 

the homogeneous model, Gadia and Vaishnav [GV85, VA84] 

develop a simple query language, called HTQUEL, which is 

appropriate for computer implementation. Table 6 shows 

Gadia's homogeneous representation of the emp relation. 

Gadia's notion is very elegant and his query languages 

are very intuitive and powerful. Under his model, Clifford 

and Warren's continuity principle is unnecessary. However, 

there are several weaknesses in his model. First of all, 

because of the homogeneity requirement in the tuple, some 

entity relationships cannot be represented by his model. 

For instance, the information about persons, and their 
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parents cannot stored in the same tuple because their life

times are not identical. Obviously a tuple with nonsimul— 

taneous information cannot be homogeneous and cannot be 

represented in his model. 

Table 6 

Gadia's Homogeneous Representation 
of the Emp Relation 

NAME SALARY DEPT 

[11,61) John [11,50) 15K 
[50,55) 20K 
[55,61) 25K 

[11,45) Toys 
[45,61) Shoes 

[ 0,21)U Tom 
[41,52) 

[ 0,21) 20K 
[41,52) 30K 

[ 0,21) Hardware 
[41,52) Clothing 

[ 0,45)U Mary 
[50,NOW] 

[ 0,45) 25K 
[50,NOW] 25K 

[ 0,45)U Credit 
[50,NOW] 

The second problem is that the constructs he develops 

allows navigation only through the events which are simulta

neous in time. In doing so, homogeneity is held in the 

resultant or intermediate relations; however, other values 

w hich do not overlap with the event will be lost. Thus, 

disjoint events and events overlapping in time cannot be 

totally captured. To further explain this, we consider the 

luery: "Retrieve the history of the employees who earned a 
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salary of 15K at some time". The selection operator, o—, is 

applied to the emp relation: si = o-SALARY=15K^®'"P) • ^^® 

result is shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 

The Relation s^ 

NAME I SALARY | DEPT 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = I = = = = = = = = = = = = = = I = = = = = = = = = = = = = = , 
[11,50) John I [11,50) 15K | [11,50) Toys 

Under his extended semantics for the algebraic oper

ators, only the instants when the employee's salary was/is 

15K will be selected. John's record is thus selected 

because his salary is 15K from time 11 to 50. Note that in 

the relation s \ , the temporal domain of John's tuple is 

reduced to [11,50). Thus, the information outside [11,50) 

is rejected. Hence, in our example, we cannot use the above 

relation to capture the entire history of the employee(s). 

2.2.3 Tansel's Model 

Like Gadia, Tansel proposes the use of time intervals 

as time stamps [CT85, TA85, TNAR85A, TNAR85B, TNAR85C]. He 

allows an attribute A of a relation scheme R to be one of 

four different types: atomic, set-valued, triplet-valued, 
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and set—triplet—valued. The set—triplet—valued attribute is 

basically the same as the temporal assignment in Gadia's 

model. Table 8 shows his representation of the emp 

relation. 

Table 8 

Tansel's Representation of 
The Emp Relation 

NAME 1 SALARY | DEPT 

John 1 {<[11,50) 15K>, | {<[11,45) Toys>, 
1 <[50,55) 20K>, 1 <[45,61) Shoes>} 
1 <[55,61) 25K>} 1 

Tom 1 {<[ 0,21) 20K>, | {<[ 0,21) Hardware>, 
1 <[41,52) 30K>) 1 [41,52) Clothing>} 

Mary | {<[ 0,45) 25K>, | {<[ 0,45) Credit>, 
1 <[50,N0W] 25K>} 1 <[50,N0W] Credit>, 

NAME is an atomic attribute, and DEPT and SALARY are 

set—triplet valued attributes. In addition to the basic 

relational algebra, he defines PACK, UNPACK, TRIPLET-

FORMATION, TRIPLET-DECOMPOSITION, DROP-TIME, and SLICE 

operat ions. 

The UNPACK, U^(r), over an attribute A is to break a 

set into individual elements, and the PACK, PA^^^' ^^ ^° ^° 

just the reverse. For example, UQ£pY(emp) will break John's 
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tuple into two tuples and DEPT becomes a triplet-valued 

attribute as shown in Table 9. 

TABLE 9 

The Result of John's Tuple 
in UDEp'j'(emp) Operation 

NAME 1 SALARY | DEPT 

John 1 {<[11,50) 15K>, | {<[11,45) Toys>} 
1 <[50,55) 20K>, 1 
1 <[55,61) 25K>} 1 

John 1 C<[11,50) 15K>, | {<[45,61) Shoes>} 
1 <[50,55) 20K>, 1 
1 <[55,61) 25K>} 1 

Clearly a relation in Tansel's representation can be 

heterogeneous. His operators are defined at the attribute 

level without destroying the existing associations in a 

tuple. If a set-triplet valued attribute A is unpacked, the 

TRIPLET-DECOMPOSITION, T-DECA(r), breaks each triplet 

<[ti,t2)»a> over an attribute A into three parts: a, t^ and 

t2 which are assigned to A, L and U respectively, where L 

and U are new attributes appended to the scheme R. The 

TRIPLET-FORMATION, T-FORM^^^,U^^^' ^^ ^° ^° ^^^ reverse. 

The DROP-TIME operation discards the time components of 

triplet-valued and set-tripiet—valued attributes. The 

UNPACK and TRIPLET-DECOMPOSITION operations allow a temporal 
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domain to be broken into intervals, and then into instants, 

until temporal information can be retrieved by basic alge

braic operators. 

Basically, Tansel's idea is to introduce new algebraic 

operators to restructure the relation and, then, apply the 

classical algebraic operations to capture the desired infor

mation. However, the new operators are very expensive; the 

UNPACK operations will create a lot of duplicate data. 

Successive application of the UNPACK operations on different 

set—triplet—valued attributes increases this redundancy, and 

prohibitively large relations may be created as a result 

[CT85]. Nevertheless, we often need to use these new opera

tors to normalize the structure of our relations before we 

can apply the basic algebraic operators. Consequently, the 

number of operations we need to perform are many, and the 

query language seems to be very cumbersome and unfriendly. 

2.3 Need for a New Temporal Model 
and Query Languages 

Use of a static relational model to represent the 

temporal relations is highly redundant. Often it splits the 

temporal information over several tuples. In addition, the 

notion of time is captured through special treatment of the 

intrinsic temporal attributes. The temporal semantics is a 

translation into the usual static semantics involving very 

dense and cumbersome references to these attributes. As a 
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result, the query languages using these models lose their 

elegance and, perhaps, their power also. 

On the other hand, the non-lNF temporal models are free 

of these problems. In Clifford's new model, each value in a 

time-varying attribute is time-stamped by a time instant. 

To determine the time duration over which a value is valid, 

the successor pair has to be examined. This complication is 

unnecessary. Therefore time intervals should be used to 

time—stamp the values. This method is used by Gadia and 

Tansel. Tansel's approach needs the UNPACK and PACK set 

operations which is shown to be expensive and creates unnec

essary complications in operations. Gadia's model has the 

limitations caused by the homogeneity requirement. However, 

his approach is intuitive to a user, so its potential should 

be further explored. 

We follow Gadia's approach to handle nonhomogeneous 

relationships. The model is termed heterogeneous because 

the temporal domain of each attribute in a tuple can be 

different. Moreover we also allow time-variant and time-

invariant objects in the model. This model is more powerful 

than all the existing models. 

Gadia and Tansel both have proposed their versions of 

relational algebra. By introducing snapshot interpretation, 

Gadia extends the semantics of classical algebraic operators 

to retrieve temporal information. However Gadia's algebra 
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can only capture simultaneous events. Tansel introduces new 

operators to normalize the relations and applies basic 

algebraic operations to retrieve information. However, his 

new operators are expensive. We propose that, in temporal 

databases, one should allow selection and join algebraic 

operators with respect to temporal properties of information 

contained in tuples. Then one would need fewer operators to 

express complex queries. The intermediate scratch pads used 

in query execution will be fewer and the I/O operations will 

be reduced also. As a result, the space and time complexity 

introduced by the temporal dimension will be reduced. 

None of the temporal query languages proposed to date 

provide the concept of "always" and "sometime." As a conse

quence, queries involving "always" or "sometime" are not 

expressible. Simple questions like "Is John's salary always 

greater than Mary's?" cannot be expressed. Nevertheless, 

"always" and "sometime" appear very often in natural lan

guages. It is apparent that failure to formulate their 

semantics in the operations can prevent a user from handling 

a lot of temporal queries. Therefore, we propose to include 

these semantics in our query languages. 

Relational algebra and tuple calculus are the founda

tion for languages suitable for implementation. The rela

tional algebra and tuple calculus defined by Gadia [GA85B] 

is for the homogeneous model and inherit limitations from 
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their homogeneity. A relational algebra and tuple calculus 

are needed for the heterogeneous model. We develop these 

two languages and show their equivalence. 



CHAPTER 3 

A HETEROGENEOUS TEMPORAL DATABASE 

MODEL 

3.1 Definitions and Notation 

We introduce some standard definitions from the rela

tional database model, along with a few remarks about our 

notation. Our notation is similar to Maier's [MA83]. 

U is a universal set (Aĵ  , A2, .-•, Ajp) of attributes. 

We also have a set Doms of domains, and a mapping, dom: U —> 

Doms, which gives a domain dom(A) for every attribute A in 

U. A relation scheme R is a nonempty subset of U. A tuple 

over a scheme R is a function from R, such that x(A)€dom(A) 

for each AGR. A relation instance r over R is a finite set 

of tuples over R. A database scheme is a finite set of 

relation schemes {Ri, R2, •••, ^ n ) • ^ database is a finite 

set D = fri, r2, -•-. r^n) such that ri is a relation instance 

over Ri , l<.ii.«̂ - Each relation scheme R associates with a 

finite set of key attributes K = (Ki, K2, ••., Kp), where KC.R 

K is a key of scheme R is to say that any valid relation r on 

R has the property that for any distinct tuples ti and t2 in 

r, ti(R) = t2(R) if ti(K) = t2(K), and no proper subset of K 

has this property. 

We say that attribute A is 0-comparable to attribute 

B if e is a binary operator or relation over dom(A) X 

21 
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dom(B). A is 0-comparable means that A is ©-comparable 

to itself. We assume that every attribute is equality 

comparable and inequality comparable. 

The scheme {A, B, C) is often written as ABC. RS 

denotes union of schemes R and S. A singleton {x} may be 

written as x. We use t(A) to denote the restriction of a 

tuple t to the attribute A. If t^ and t2 are two tuples 

over disjoint schemes R and S respectively, tj o t2 denotes 

the horizontal concatenation of t^ and t2 over the scheme R 

U S. Also ti(X) Q t2(X) holds if and only if for all 

attribute A € X, ti(A) 0 t2(A) holds. ti = t2 stands 

for that tuples t^ and t2 are identical. 

3.2 Temporal Elements 

Let us consider an interval T = [0,NOW] as a universal 

set of discrete time instants, where NOW is a special inte

ger representing the current time. T is a linearly ordered 

set under the relation <. ti<t2 means that t \ occurs before 

t2. The most natural subsets of [0,NOW] are perhaps the 

intervals, which are sets of consecutive time instants. We 

use [tn, t2] to denote the interval which contains the time 

instants inclusively from t^ to t2- However, intervals are 

not closed under union, intersection and complementation, 

and thus are not adequate to model natural language queries 

involving "or," "and" and "not." Therefore, Gadia [GA85A] 
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defines a temporal element in [0,NOW] to be a finite union 

of intervals in [0,NOW]. The set of all intervals is easily 

seen to be closed under the set theoretical operations 

mentioned above. Note that an instant of time t may be 

identified with the temporal element [t,t] = (t). 

Let u and v be temporal elements. u<v means for every 

ti in u and t2 in v, ti<t2* The set of temporal elements is 

a partially ordered set under the relation <. We also 

define >, <, =, -^, >_ and <^ relations for temporal ele

ments. Similarly we define set comparisons 3, C, =, D̂, and 

Z_. Next we introduce the constructs that allow the navi

gations in the time domains. 

1. (Time Union) 

u+v = {t: t€u or t€v}. 

2. (Time Intersection) 

u*v = {t: tGu and t€v}. 

3. (Time Difference) 

u-v = {t: t€u and t^v). 

4. (Between) 

u%v = {t: t^u and t^v and t>u but t<v}. 

5. (Time Negation) 

-u = {t: tG[0,NOW] and t0u}. 

6. (First Time Instant) 

Firstlnstant(u) = The first time instant in u. 
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7. (Last Time Instant) 

Lastlnstant(u) = The last time instant in u. 

8. (First Time Interval) 

Firstlnterval(u) = The first time interval in u. 

9. (Last Time Interval) 

Lastlnterval(u) = The last time interval in u. 

In this model, we consider time—variant and time-

invariant properties of objects, formally introduced as 

temporal and static assignments respectively. An assignment 

is a function from a temporal element. We incorporate a 

special instant w to enable us to define a static assign

ment. Thus we consider [0,NOW]U{w} as the complete universe 

of time instants, and w, by itself, as an interval and a 

temporal element. A temporal element is either a finite 

union of intervals in [O.NOW] or w by itself. 

We assume that w has the properties u+w = w-Hu = w, u*w 

= w*u = w, u—w = w—u = w, u%w = vi%u = w, —w = w. First — 

Intant(w) = w. LastInstant(w) = w, Firstinterval(w) = w, and 

Lastlnterval(w) = w for all subsets u of [0,NOW]U{w}. 

3.3 Temporal and Static 
Assignments 

A temporal assignment T to an attribute A with a tem

poral element v C [O.NOW] as its temporal domain is a 

function from v, such that each T(t) is a finite subset of 
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dom(A). A static assignment T to A is a function from (w), 

such that T(A) is a finite subset of dom(A). By an assign

ment we mean a temporal assignment, or a static assignment. 

We denote temporal domain of an assignment T as |T|. If T 

is an assignment and v is a temporal element, then Tv de

notes the restriction of T to v as a function; thus Tv is 

also an assignment. If T is a temporal assignment, then Tw 

denotes the static assignment whose range is the union of 

the subsets in the range of T. 

Let T^ and T2 be two assignments. Union, intersection 

and difference operators are defined respectively as 

follows: 

1. Tx U T2 is the assignment T', such that T'(t) = Ti(t) U 

T2(t) for tG|Ti|+|T2l. 

2. Ti n T2 is the assignment T', such that T'(t) = T^Ct) D 

T2(t) for tGITxl*|T2l. 

3. Ti - T2 is the assignment T', such that T'(t) = Ti(t) -

T2(t) for t€|TiI. 

Furthermore, we use Shift(T,n) to denote a shift of 

assignment by n time units, where n is a positive or 

negative integer. Shift(T,n) is an assignment T', with time 

domain |T'| C [0,NOW], such that T'(t) = T(t-n) for t€|T| 

and n<_t<̂ NOW if n>_0; otherwise O^t <̂ NOW-f-n. If T is a static 

assignment, T' = T. 
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Example 3.1 Suppose A and B are attributes over the natural 

numbers. Figure 1 shows two temporal assignments T^ and T2. 

to A, and a static assignment T3 to B. Note that Ti(t) is 

{6} over the interval [0,5], {4,6} over [6,7], and {4} over 

[8,8]. 

1 A 1 
1 1 
1 
1 [0 , 
1 [6 , 

, 7 ] 
, 8 ] 

1 

6 1 
4 1 

I A I IB 
I = = = = = = = = = I I = = = = = = = = : 

Ti = I [0,7] 6 I T2 = I [3,9] 4 | T3 = I ̂  {5,8} 

I 

Tl[5,6] = I [5,6] 6 1 Tiw = I w {4,6} | 
I [6,6] 4 I 

I I A 

Ti U T2 = I [0,7] 6 1 Ti n T2 = I [6.8] 4 
I [3,9] 4 I 

Ti - To = I [0,7] 6 I Shift(Ti,5) = \ [5,12] 6 | 
I [11.13] 4 I 

Figure 1: Temporal and Static 
Ass ignments 
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Let A and B be G-comparable attributes, and di and d2 

be finite subsets of dom(A) and dom(B) respectively. Then 

we say di Oy d2 is true provided that there exist a and b 

in dom(A) and dom(B) respectively, such that aOb holds. 

We say d^ 9ĝ  d2 is true provided that aOb holds for all 

a in dom(A) and b in dom(B). Clearly, d^ Oy d2 says that 

at least one element of d^ is e—comparable to d2, and d^ B& 

d2 says that each element of d^ is 0—comparable to each 

element of d2-

Example 3.2 Let dom(A) = dom(B) = natural numbers and A is 

^-comparable to B. Then {10,20,30} _<v {15,25} is true, but 

{10,20,30} £st {15,25} is false. 

Let Tx and T2 be assignments to 0—comparable attrib

utes A and B respectively. Let c^ and C2 be elements of 

dom(A). Let q denote either V or &. Then we define the 

following: 

1. |Tx Oq T2I = ftGITi|*|T2(: Ti(t) Oq T2(t)}, which is a 

temporal element. 

2. |Ti Oq C2l = ftG|Ti|: T^Ct) Oq C2}. 

3. |ci Oq T2I = ft€|T2|: ci Oq T2(t)}. 

Example 3.3 Let T^, T2 and T3 be defined as in Example 3.1. 

Then ITi iv ^2 I = [6,8]. |Ti[l,7] Iv T2[4.'=>]| = [^0,7], 

'"̂ l i& "̂21 = [8,8]. To calculate IT^ <_\/ T3 | . we see that 

|Y |A|T3l = w. So T^w is simply w{4.6}. Hence IT^ :_v r3l = 
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w. Clearly, |Tx <& T3| is empty. Also, |Tx <v 5| = [6,8], 

and |Tx <& ^I is [8,8]. 

Now we introduce constructs which would allow a user to 

capture "always" and "sometime" of natural languages. 

Suppose Tx1 T2. ex, C2 and q are defined as above. Suppose 

p is either E (called "sometime") or V (called "always"). 

Then we define the following. 

1- Tx Ogq T2 to be true if |Tx Oq T2I is not empty. 

2. Tx Ovq T2 to be true if |Tx Oq T2I = |Txl*|T2l. which 

is not empty. 

3. Tx Opq C2 and ex Opq T2, for p=E or p=V are defined 

in a similar manner. 

Example 3. 4 Consider Tĵ  , T2, and T3 as in Examples 3.1 and 

3.3. Then Tx I E V ̂ 2 . Ti <.E& 2' ^x < E V ̂ 3 and Ti <v\J T3 are 

true, but Tx iv& T2, Ti l^V '^2- ^i <_Et, T3 and Ti lu& "̂ 3 ^̂ ^̂  

false. Tx <.EV ^ ^^ true, but T^ <_£^ 5 is false. 

Figure 2 shows the relative powers of the various 0 

comparators (arrow means logical implication). Figure 3 

shows the same when either or both of T^ and T2 is static. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of O Operators 
for Temporal Assignments 

Figure 3: Comparison of 9 Operators 
When At Least One of the 

Assignments is Static 

3.4 A Model 

We proceed to define our model. Our model is hetero

geneous because the temporal domain of each attribute in a 

tuple can be different. A scheme is finite set of attri

butes, such that each of its attributes has been designated 

to be static or temporal. A temporal tuple t over a scheme 
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R is a function over R, such that for each attribute A of R, 

if A is static then t(A) is a static assignment, and if A is 

temporal then t(A) is a temporal assignment. A temporal 

relation r over a scheme R is a finite set of temporal 

tuples over R. We define |r[A]| to be the union of |t(A)| 

over all tuples t of r. Intuitively |r[A]| extracts the 

temporal domain of relation r in attribute A. A set K ^ R 

is said to be a key of r if whenever tx and t2 are two 

tuples of r such that tx(K) =y& t2(K) and |tx(K)| = |t2(K)|, 

then tx = t2 (thus there is only one tuple for a given value 

of key). K may be R if there is no subset of K can satisfy 

the above condition. Hence all relations are equipped with 

a key; however, we may not always explicitly mention what 

the key is unless it is necessary. 

Example 3 . 5 We consider the scheme Rx = DEPT MANAGER with 

DEPT as a key attribute, and MANAGER as a temporal attri

bute, and the scheme R2 = NAME SALARY DEPT with NAME as its 

key attribute; SALARY and DEPT are temporal attributes. The 

management and emp temporal relations over Ri and R2 respec

tively are shown in Table 10 and 11. Note that |emp[DEPT]| 

= [0,NOW] and |management[MANAGER]I = [ 11 ,49]U[71,NOW]. 
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Table 10 

The Management Relation 
(Temporal) 

DEPT 1 MANAGER 

Toys 1 [11,44] John 
1 [45,49] Leu 

Clothing 1 [41,47] Tom 
1 [71,NOW] Inga 

Table 11 

The Emp Relation 
(Temporal) 

Name | SALARY | DEPT 

John 1 [11,49] 15K | [11,44] Toys 
1 [50,54] 20K 1 [45,60] Shoes 
1 [55.60] 25K 1 

Tom 1 [0,20] 20K | [0.20] Hardware 
1 [41,51] 30K 1 [41,51] Clothing 

Inga 1 [71.NOW] 25K | [71,NOW] Clothing 

Leu i [31.NOW] 23K | [31,NOW] Toys 

Mary | [0,44]U 25K | [0,44]U Credit 
1 [50,NOW] 1 [50,NOW] 



CHAPTER 4 

A TEMPORAL RELATIONAL ALGEBRA 

4.1 Introduction 

In this and the next chapter, we discuss the two prin

cipal approaches to the design of languages for expressing 

queries about relations. The notation for expressing que

ries is usually the most significant part of a data manipu

lation language. The abstract query languages for the 

relational model can be divided into two broad classes: 

1. Algebraic languages, where queries are expressed by 

applying specialized operators to relations, and 

2. Tuple calculus languages, where queries describe a 

desired set of tuples by specifying a predicate the 

tuples must satisfy. 

We introduce a relational algebra, termed temporal 

relational algebra, in this chapter and a tuple calculus, 

called temporal tuple calculus, in the next chapter. These 

two abstract query languages are not proposed to be imple

mented exactly as described here, but they can serve as a 

basis for the design of practical query languages suitable 

for implementation. Each of the two languages is equivalent; 

in expressive power to the other, and in our view, they are 

proposed to represent the minimum capability of any reason-

ible query language for rf='lational temporal databases. 

32 
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One very important feature of our relational algebra is 

that it allows selections to be performed with respect to 

certain complex formulas and temporal expressions (to be 

defined shortly). This idea was suggested by Gadia [GA85B] 

to help one reduce the number of operations in user queries, 

and, as a result, the user interfaces based upon this alge

bra will be more efficient. We believe that this relational 

algebra is the most powerful, and would admit the most 

efficient implementation compared to all interfaces proposed 

to date. 

4.2 Formal Definitons 

The complete definition of the temporal relational 

algebra is given through several mutually recursive clauses 

(numbered Al through A 2 3 ) . For ease of understanding, we 

divide them into four groups: relational expressions (Al to 

A9), terms (AlO to A13), temporal expressions (Al4 to A18) 

and formulas (A19 to A23). However the definition is not 

complete until all the clauses have been covered. 

4.2-1 Relational Expressions 

The set E of relational algebra expressions over our 

database schema R, and the associated function attrs for 

expressions (attrs(e) is the set of attributes in the scheme 

of e ) , are defined as follows: 
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Al. Literals. If Tc is a constant assignment to an attri

bute A, then T^CE. attrs(Tc) = A. 

A2. Base relatione. rx-GE for each r^ in the database. 

attrs(ri) = Rx. 

A3. Union. If ex, e2 ^ E and attrs(ex) = attre(e2)» then 

ex U|Q e2 € E and attre(ex U^ ©2) = attrs(ex) = 

attrs(e2)« ex UJQ e2 is computed according to their key 

and will be discussed shortly. 

A4. Difference. If ex, e2 G E and attrs(ex) = attrs(e2), 

then ex — K ^2 ^ ^ ^^^ attrs(ex —K ^2^ - attrs(ex) = 

attrs(e2). ex —K ®2 i^ computed according to their key 

and will be discussed shortly. 

A5. Projection. If eCE, X is a subset of attrs(e), then 

TTx(e) € E and attrs(TTx<®^> = ^• 

A6. Cross product. IF ex, e2 € E such that attrs(ex) and 

attrs(e2) are disjoint, then ex X e2 €E, and 

attrs(ex X e2) = attrs(ex) U attrs(e2). 

A7. Selection. If e€E and f is a formula over attrs(e), 

then o-(e; f) G E and attrs(o-(e; f)) = attr3(e). 

(Formula is defined in section 4.2.4.) 

A8. When. If eGE, X is a subset of attrs(e), and v is a 

temporal expression over attre(e), then W(e[X]; v) € E 

and attrs(W(e[X]; v)) = attrs(e). If X is the entire 

scheme of e, then it can be written as W(e; v ) . 

(Temporal expression is defined in section 4.2.3.) 
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A9. Rename. If e€E, B is an attribute of attrs(e), and 

B̂ Â, then SA<_B(e) G E, and attrs(SA<_B<e)) = 

(attrs(e) U B) - A. 

Other operators can be defined in terms of the above 

operators. The most common are the following: 

0—Join. If ex. e2 ^ E, f is a formula over 

attrs(ex) U attrs(e2), then ex[f]e2 is o-((ei X e2); 

f ). 

Intersection. If ex, e2 are in E and have the same 

scheme, then ex njQ e2 is ex -K (©1 "K ̂ 2 ). 

Division. If ex, e2 are in E, X is a subset of R^ = 

attrs(ex), and Y is a subset of R2 = attrs(e2), and K 

is the key of ex* then ex[X/Y]e2 is ei[Rx-X] -^ 

((ex[Rx-X] X e2[Y]) -^ ei)[Rx-X]). If Y is R2, then 

simply write ex/e2. 

Note that O—Join is a very pov^erful operator which 

allows a user to navigate from one relation to the other. 

We have not included it as a basic operator since we can 

express it using the cross product and selection operators. 

Combining the cross product and "WHEN" operators, we may 

construct a temporal join, v—Join, which transfers the 

temporal information of one relation to the other. 

Formally, if e ĵ  , e 2 <̂  E , v is a temporal expression over 
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attrs(ex) U attrs(e2). and X is a subset of attrs(ex) ^ 

attrs(e2). then v-Join exCX; v]e2 is W((ex X e2)[X]; v) . 

We have defined the syntax of the relational expres

sions. Before we give the semantics of expressions, we 

introduce some terminology. 

Let tx and t2 be tuples over a scheme R, and KC.R. We 

say that tx and t2 overlap on the key attributes K, if 

tx(K) = t2(K). If tx and t2 overlap on K, we would like to 

define merger tx U^ t2 of tx and t2 to be the tuple t, such 

that t(A) = tx(A)Ut2(A) for each attribute A of R. However, 

if tx and t2 do not overlap on K, we would like to define 

^1 ^K ^2 *̂ ° ̂ ® t^l» ^2}- If we did this, a notational 

inconsistency would arise: if tx and t2 overlap on K, then 

tx Uj^ t2 is a tuple, but if tx and t2 do not overlap on K, 

tx Uj^ t2 is a set whose elements are tuples. To avoid this 

inconsistency, when tx and t2 overlap on K, we define t ĵ  UJQ 

t2 = {t}, where t is defined as before. 

Suppose tx and t2 overlap. Then we define t ĵ  —^ t2 to 

be the empty tuple if all tx(A)—t2(A). AGR-K, is empty. 

Otherwise we define tx -K. ^2 ^° ^^ ^^J such that t(K) = 

ti(K) and t(A) = ti(A)-t2(A), AGR-K. If tx and t2 do not 

overlap, then tx -^ ^2 ^° ^® {^x)- Îi all cases t^ Ci ^ t2 is 

defined as tx —K ^^1 "K ̂ 2^* 
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Now we can define the semantics of every expression in 

E. For each e-6E and each instance I, the value of I on e, 

denoted 1(e), is defined as follows: 

11. K T c ) = T^. 

12. K r x ) = rx. 

13. K e x U K 62) = 

{t: (^txGKex), it2€I(e2) 

(t(K) = tx(K) = t2(K) & t = tx UK t2)) 

V (t€I(ex) & (Vt'GI(e2) & t(K) 9̂  t'(K))) 

V (t€I(e2) & (Vt'GKex) & t(K) ^ t'(K)))} 

14. K e x -K 62) = 

{t: (-Jtx^Kex), 4t2€I(e2) 

(t(K) = tx(K) = t2(K) & t = tx -K t2)) 

V (t€I(ex) & (Vt'€I(e2) & t(K) ^ t'(K)))} 

15. I(TTx(e)) = {t(X): for some tGI(e)}. 

16. K e x X e2) = {tx o t2: txGKex) and t2GI(e2)}. 

17. I(o-(e; f)) = {t: tGI(e) that satisfies f}. 

18. I(W(e[X]; v)) = {t: for some t'GKe), t (R-X) = 

t'(R-X) and t(X) = t'(X)v(t')}, where v(t') is the 

temporal element obtained by substituting t' into the 

temporal expression v. (The formal description of the 

substitution for temporal expressions is given in 

sect ion 4.2.3. ) 

19. I(5A<_B(e)) = {t: for some t'GI(e), t(R-A) = t'(R-A) 

and t(B) = t'(A)}, 
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4.2.2 Terms 

A term over an attribute A is a finite subset of 

dom(A). We use a, ax, a2, ... to denote terms and define 

terms recursively by the clauses AlO to A13: 

AlO. An attribute A. attrs(A) = A. 

All. Suppose attrs(ax) = ^ ^^^ attrs(a2) = 8. If dom(A) = 

dom(B), then ax U a2, ax 0 a2, and ax - a2 are term and 

attrs(ax ^ ^ 2 ^ = attrs(ax ^ ^2^ = attrs(ax - a2) = A U 

B. 

A12. Shift(a,n), where n is a positive or negative integer. 

attrs(Shift(a,n)) = attrs(a). 

A13. au. attrs(au) = attrs(a). (a is a term and u is a 

temporal expression.) 

In a relational algebra, variables ranging over tuples 

of a relation are not available; instead desired properties 

are stated in terms of attributes of the intended tuples. 

For example, if one wants the value of the assignment t(A) 

to participate in making a decision, its essence is captured 

by the attribute A. The actual tuple substitution takes 

place at run time. Now we show how this substitution works. 

Let a be a term and t be a tuple over the scheme R. We 

define a(t), the result of substituting t in a. The 

recursive computation of a(t) is as follows: 

110. A(t) = t(A) if A is an attribute in R, else A(t) is 

undef ined. 
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111. (ax U a2)(t) = ax(t) U a2(t*). 

(ax n a2)(t) = ax(t) n a2(t). 

(ax - a2)(t) = ax(t) - a2(t). 

112. Shift(a,n)(t) = Shift(a(t),n). 

113. au(t) = a(t)u(t). 

4.2.3 Temporal Expressions 

We assume that A and B are 0-comparable attributes, a 

and ax denote terms over A, and a2 is a term over B. Con

stants ex and C2 are finite subsets of dom(A) and dom(B) 

respectively. We use u, v, ux, vx, ... to denote temporal 

expressions. We define the temporal expressions by the 

clauses A14 to A18: 

A14. A temporal element. 

A15. |ai. 

A16. |r[A]| for a relational expression r, where A is an 

attribute in the scheme of r. 

A17. lax Oq a2l» |ax Oq C2I and |cx Oq a2l. 

A18. UX+U2. ux*u2i u^-U2. U]^%U2i —u , Fir s tins tant ( u) , Last — 

Instant(u), FirstInterval(u), and Lastinterval(u). 

Let u be a temporal expression and t be a tuple over 

the scheme R. We define u(t), the result of substituting t 

in u, as follows: 

114. v(t) = V, if v is a temporal element. 

115. |a|(t) = |a(t)I. 
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116. |r[A]|(t) = the union of |t'(A)| for all t'Cr. Note 

that the result does not depend upon t. 

117. lax Oq a2l(t) = |ax(t) Oq a2(t)|. 

U x Oq C2l (t) = |ax(t) Oq C2l • 

lex »q a2l(t) = lex Oq a2(t)|. 

118. (ux+U2)(t) = ux(t)+U2(t). 

(ux*U2)(t) = ux(t)*U2(t). 

(ux%u2)(t) = ux(t)%u2(t). 

(-u)(t) = -u(t). 

Firstlnstant(u)(t) = Firstlnstant(u(t)). 

Lastlnstant(u)(t) = Lastlnstant(u(t)). 

Firstlnterval(u)(t) = Firstinterval(u(t)). 

Lastinterval(u)(t) = Lastlnterval(u(t)). 

Example 4.1 Refer to the emp relation of Table 11. Con

sider the temporal expression v = | Shi ft ( SALARY , 3 ) >\j 20K|-f 

IDEPT =v Toys I . Let t be John's tuple in the emp relation. 

Let ax, a2 be the assignment terms Shi ft(SALARY.3) and DEPT. 

Then ax(t) = Shift(t(SALARY),3) = {[14,52]15K, [53,57]20K, 

[58,63]25K}. a2(t) = {[11,44]Toys, [45,60]Shoes}. Then 

v(t) = ([53,57] + [58,63]) + [ll,44] = [ 11 ,44] + [53.63]. For the 

tuples of Tom, Mary and Inga, v(t) is empty. If t is Leu's 

tuple, then v(t) = [34,NOW] + [31,NOW] = [31,N0WJ. 
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4.2.4 Formulas 

We continue to assume that A and B are e-comparable 

attributes, a and ax are terms over A, and a2 is a term over 

B. We also assume that Og denotes a set comparator to 

compare assignment or temporal expressions, and O^ denotes 

an operator >, <, =, ^, >̂  or _< to compare temporal ele

ments. Now we define formulas in clauses A19 to A23. 

A19. u Gt ^' 

A20. u 9g V. 

A21 

A22 

A23. -

Gg a2. 

^pq ^2 and 

G pq ^2 

, fVg and f&g, where f and g are formulas 

Suppose f is a formula, and t is a tuple over the 

scheme R. We describe how to calculate the value of f(t). 

119. (u 0^ v)(t) is true if u(t) is in 0^ relationship 

with v(t) . 

120. (u Gg v)(t) is true if u(t) is in Og relationship 

with v(t) . 

121. (ax Gg a2)(t) is true if ax(t) is in Og relation

ship with a2(t). 

122. Suppose f is ax ^pq a2. Let T̂ ]̂̂  and T(̂ 2 he the 

results of tuple subsitution in a ĵ  and a2 respectively 

f(t) is defined to be the truth value T,3i(t) 0 pq 
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Tc2(t). The cases ax Gpq C2 and ex Gpq a2 are 

covered in a similar manner. 

123. (-f)(t) = -f(t), (fVg)(t) = f(t)Vg(t) and (f&g)(t) = 

f(t)&g(t). 

Example 4.2 Again refer to the emp relation of Table 11. 

Consider the formula f = (SALARY Igy 20K) V (DEPT =£y Toys). 

Let t be John's tuple in the emp relation. Then f(t) = 

true. For the tuples of Tom, Mary and Inga f(t) is false. 

If t is Leu's tuple, then f(t) is again true. 

4.3 Query Examples 

We end this chapter with several interesting illustra

tions. The examples make frequent references to the manage

ment and emp relations. (See Table 10 and 11.) 

Example 4.3 List the name of the employees of the Clothing 

Department and the Shoes Department who earned a salary 

greater than 24K. 

TTNAME<W<e"^PJ I SALARY >& 24K|) D^ 

W(emp; |DEPT =& Shoes|+|DEPT =& Clothing!)) 

To see the relation it retrieves, we go through the 

following intermediate steps. (We store partial results in 

variables to simplify our discussion.) 
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rx = W(emp; jSALARY >& 24K|) retrieves the relation 

shown in Table 12. 

Table 12 

The Relation r 

= = 

NAME 

John 

Tom 

Inga 

Mary 

SALARY 

[55,60] 

[41,51] 

[71,NOW] 

[0,44]U 
[50,NOW] 

25K 

30K 

25K 

25K 

DEPT 

[55,60] Shoes 

[41,51] Clothing 

[71,NOW] Clothing 

[0,44]U Credit 
[50,NOW] 

r2 = W(emp; | DEPT =s, Shoes |-I-1 DEPT =& Clothingl) 

retrieves the relation shown in Table 13. 

Table 13 

The Relation r2 

NAME 1 SALARY 1 DEPT 

John 1 [45.49] 15K I [45,60] Shoes 
1 [50,54] 20K 1 
1 [55.60] 25K 1 

Tom 1 [41,51] 30K j [41,51] Clothing 

Inga 1 [71.NOW] 25K I [71.NOW] Clothing 



r3 = rx Hj^ r2 retrieves the relation shown in Table 

14. 

Table 14 

The Relation r 
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1 NAME 

1 John 

1 Tom 

1 Inga 

SALARY 

[55,60] 

[41,51] 

[71,NOW] 

25K 

30K 

25K 

DEPT 1 

[55,60] Shoes | 

[41,51] Clothing | 

[71,NOW] Clothing | 

Finally, r/^ = TTNAME^'"3^ retrieves the relation shown 

in Table 15. The result is a static relation. 

Table 15 

The Relation r^ 

NAME 

John 

Tom 

Inga 
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Example 4.4 List the name and salary of all employees in 

the Toys Department when John was a manager. 

'n"NAME,SALARY^^^®"^P' ' (W(management; 

{MANAGER =^ Johnj))[MANAGER]| * |DEPT =& Toys|)) 

rs = W(management; | MANAGER ^̂ ^ John | ) retrieves the 

relation shown in Table 16. 

Table 16 

The Relation r5 

DEPT I MANAGER | 

Toys I [11,44] John | 

"̂ 5 = I r5[MANAGER] I retrieves the temporal element 

[11,44]. Then r^ = W(emp; |r5[MANAGER]| * |DEPT =& Toys|) 

retrieves the relation shown in Table 17. 

Table 17 

The Relation r̂^ 

1 NAME 

1 John 

1 Leu 

1 SALARY 

[11,44] 15K 

[31,44] 23K 

DEPT 1 

[11.44] 

[31,44] 

Toys 1 

Toys 1 
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Finally, r7 = T T N A M E , SALARY^^6) retrieves the relation 

shown in Table 18. 

Table 18 

The Relation r^ 

1 NAME 

1 John 

1 Leu 

SALARY 1 

[11,44] 15K 1 
1 
1 

[31,44] 23K 1 

Example 4.5 Compare the salaries of John and Tom while they 

were both employed by the organization. 

Instead of writing the whole query at once, we illu

strate it through a sequence of steps. 

^8 = ^NAME<-NAME', S A L A R Y < - J 0 H N S A L ( 

T T N A M E , SALARY < <^ ^̂ "̂ P 5 ^^"^ =V& John))). 

The relation re is shown in Table 19. 

Table 19 

The Relation rg 

1 NAME' 
1 =================== 
1 John 

JOHNSAL 1 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = t 

[11.49] 15K 1 
[50.54] 20K 1 
[55,60] 25K j 
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^9 °NAME<-NAME", SALARY<-T0MSAL( 

TTNAME,SALARY<o-(emp; NAME =v& Tom))) 

The relation r9 is shown in Table 20. 

Table 20 

The Relation r9 

NAME" I TOMSAL | 

Tom I [0,20] 20K | 
1 [41.51] 30K I 

Finally, rxo = TTjOHNSAL, TOMSAL^ 

W((r8 X r9); |JOHNSALj*|TOMSAL|)) 

The relation rxg is shown in Table 21. 

Table 21 

The Relation rĵ Q 

JOHNSAL TOMSAL 

[11.20] 15K 
[41,49] 15K 
[50,51] 20K 

[11.20] 
[41,51] 

20K 
30K 
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Example 4.6 List the name and starting salary of employees 

who are presently employed by the organization. 

TTNAME,SALARY( 

W(o-(emp; N O W C |DEPT|); Firstlnstant(|SALARY|))) 

rxx = a-(emp; NOW C |DEPT|) retrieves the relation 

shown in Table 22. 

Table 22 

The Relation r 11 

NAME 

Inga 

Leu 

Mary 

SALARY 

[71,NOW] 

[31,NOW] 

[0,44]U 
[50,NOW] 

25K 

23K • 

25K 

DEPT 

[71,NOW] Clothing 

[31,NOW] Toys 

[0,44]U Credit 
[50,NOW] 

Finally, rx2 = TTNAME,SALARY^ 

W(rxx; Firstlnstant( I SALARY! )). 

The relation rx2 is shown in Table 23 
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Table 23 

The Relation rl2 

NAME 

Inga 

Leu 

Mary j 

SALARY 

[71,71] 

[31,31] 

[0,0] 

25K 

23K 

25K 

Example 4.7 List the entire history of the employees whose 

salary is always greater than John's during [40,49]. 

Let R = (NAME, SALARY, DEPT) be the scheme of the emp 

relation. The algebraic expression for the above query is: 

TTR(emp[SALARY[40,49] >v& JOHNSAL] 

^^NAME'<-NAME, J 0 H N S A L < - S A L A R Y ( < ^ <emp; NAME =v& John)))) 

^13 - ^NAME'<-NAME, JOHNSAL<-SALARY< 

o-(emp; NAME =v& John))). 

The relation rl3 is shown in Table 24 

Table 24 

The Relation r 13 

1 NAME' 

1 John 

JOHNSAL 

[11,49] 15K 
[50,54] 20K 
[55,60] 25K 

DEPT 1 

[11,44] Toys 1 
[45,60] Shoes | 
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Finally, rx4 = TTR(emp[SALARY[40,49] >v& J0HNSAL]rx3) 

retrieves the relation shown in Table 25. 

Table 25 

The Relation rx4 

NAME 

Tom 

Leu 

Mary 

SALARY 

[0,20] 
[41,51] 

[31,NOW] 

[0,44]U 
[50,NOW] 

20K 
30K 

23K 

25K 

DEPT 

[0,20] Hardware 
[41,51] Clothing 

[31,NOW] Toys 

[0,44]U Credit 
[50,NOW] 

Example 4.8 Capture the instants when John's salary was 

increased. 

W(c7-(emp, NAME =v& John), | SALARY >& Shi f t ( SALARY , 1 ) | ) 

Let t be John's tuple. Notice that t(SALARY) = 

{[11,49]15K, [50,54]20K, [55,60]25K}. and Shi ft(t(SALARY).1 ) 

= {[12,50]15K, [51,55]20K, [56,61]25K}. Thus |SALARY >& 

Shift(SALARY,1)i = [50,50]+[55,55]. The final result is 

shown in the relation rx5 i"̂  Table 26. 
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Table 26 

The Relation rx5 

I Name j SALARY | DEPT I 
, =====,=, I ============= I ================== I 
1 John I [50,50] 20K | [50,50] Shoes | 
I I [55,55] 25K j [55,55] Shoes | 

Example 4.9 In which department was John working when his 

salary was lowest. 

T T D E P T ^ W ^ ^ ^^"^P' ^^"^ =V& John) , jSALARY <.& SALARYw | ) ) 

Let t be John's tuple. Notice that t(SALARY)w = {15K, 

20K, 25K}. Therefore | SALARY <.& SALARYw | = [11,49]. The 

final result is shown in the relation rx6 ^^ Table 27. 

Table 27 

The Relation rx6 

DEPT 

[11,44] Toys 
[45,49] Shoes 



CHAPTER 5 

A TEMPORAL TUPLE RELATIONAL CALCULUS 

5.1 Introduction 

Relational calculus was originally introduced by Codd 

[C072]. In his terminology a tuple calculus expression is 

called an alpha. Thus, an alpha stands for a retrieved 

relation. We call our tuple calculus expression a beta. In 

addition to a tuple calculus expression, we also need to 

incorporate the temporal expressions. These expressions put 

together would then be equivalent to the algebraic rela

tional and temporal expressions introduced in the previous 

chapter. The concept of a beta is somewhat complex. To 

give a fairly transparent definition, several types of 

objects are introduced: variables, terms, temporal expres

sions, range specifiers, formulas and target expressions. A 

beta is of the form, (target expression: (range specifier 

list) [formula]). The following is an example of a beta 

expression. We have assumed that r and s are stored rela

tions over the schemes AB and BC respectively. Recall that 

ti o t2 denotes the horizontal concatenation of tuples t^ 

and t2• 

{xx(A, B<-B') o X2(D): 

(xx€r, X2€s)[xx(B) :̂ v& X2(C)]} 

52 
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Here xx and X2 are the tuple variables. xx(B) and 

X2(C) are terms. xx(B) <_v& X2(C) is the formula. (xx€r, 

X2€s) Is the range specifier list, which forces the vari

ables XX and X2 to range over the stored relations r and s 

respectively. xx(A, B<-B') o X2(D) is the target expres

sion. The scheme of this target expression, AB'D, is the 

set of all attributes which occur in it. Note that the user 

has chosen to rename attribute B to B'. At run time, if 

tuples XX and X2 satisfy the formula xx(B) <ji^ X2(C), 

these tuples will be substituted in the target expression 

and the resulting tuple over the scheme AB'D will be re

trieved. Also note that the scheme of the resulting rela

tion, AB'D, is same as the scheme of the target expression, 

and, in this case, it has been derived from the schemes AB 

and CD of the relations r and s. In general, a beta is 

defined recursively, and can be more complex. The essential 

idea, however, is that instead of the relations r and s, we 

may have other betas. 

5.2 Formal Definitions 

We use XX, X2, X3, ... to denote the tuple variables. 

Free and bound variables are defined as usual. The scope or 

X in formulas ^xg and Vxg is g. An occurrence of J 

variable x is free if it is not within the scope of a quan

tifier over X. Otherwise, the occurrence is bound. The 
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terms, temporal expressions, range specifiers, formulas, and 

beta, are recursively defined in the following subsections. 

5.2.1 Terms 

Terms are defined as follows: 

1. A constant assignment T^ over A is a term over A. 

2. For each variable xx and attribute A, Xi(A) is a term 

over A. 

3. If a is a term over A and n is a positive or negative 

integer, then Shift(a,n) is a term over A. 

4. If a is a term over A and u is a temporal expression, 

then au is a term over A. 

5. If ax and a2 are terms over A, then ax U a2, a^ a2> 

and ax — a2 are terms over A. 

5.2.2 Temporal Expressions 

Temporal expressions are defined as follows: 

1. Every temporal element is a temporal expression. 

2. If a is a term, then |a| is a temporal expression. 

3. If ax and a2 are terms and T^x ^^<^ Tc2 ^^^ constant 

assignments over O—comparable attributes, then 

lax Oq a2l, |ai Oq Tc2l ^^d IT^i Oq a2l are 

temporal expressions. 

4. If u and v are temporal expression, then u+v, u-v, u*v, 

u%v, -u. Firstlnstant(u). LastInstant(u). 
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Firstlnterval(u) and Lastlnterval(u) are temporal 

expressions. 

5. If b is a beta expression and A is an attribute in the 

scheme of b, then |b[A]| is a temporal expression. 

5.2.3 Range Specifiers 

The use of range specifiers is to specify the range of 

some tuple variables in the formula of a beta expression. 

If b is a beta and Xx is a tuple variable, then x^€b is a 

range specifier and attrs(xx) = attrs(b). 

5.2.4 Formulas 

Recall that Og denotes a set comparator D, C. =. 2, 

or £, and O^ denotes a relational operator >, <, =, :̂ , >̂, oi 

j< to compare temporal elements. Also Opq, p = E or V and q 

= V or &, is used to compare assignments over O—comparable 

attributes. Formulas are defined as follows: 

1. If ax and a2 are terms over A, then a.i Og a2 is an 

atomic formula. 

2. If u and v are temporal expressions, then u Og v and 

u 0̂ ^ V are atomic formulas. 

3. If ax. a2 are terms over O—comparable attributes, 

then ax Opq a2 is an atomic formula. 

4. If f and g are formulas, then the negation, -g, the 
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disjuction, f V g, and the conjunction, f & g , are 

formulas. 

5. If f and g are formulas, b is a beta and x^ is a 

variable that is not bound in b, then Vxx^bg and 

^xxObg are formulas and attrs(xi) = attrs(b). 

6. If g is a formula, (g) is also a formula. 

5.2.5 Target Expressions 

A target expression specifies the scheme and contents 

of a tuple to be retrieved. Sometimes we will use y, possi

bly with subscripts, to denote a target expression. 

1. A constant assignment T̂-. over attribute A is a target 

expression. attrs(Tj3) = A. 

2. If Xx is a tuple variable and the range of x^ is 

defined by some range specifier Xj^Cb, Xĵ  is a target 

expression and attrs(xx) = attrs(b). 

3. If y is a target expression and X is a subset of 

attrs(y), y(X) is a target expression and attrs(y(X)) = 

X. We may include a rename operation A<-B in X. For 

example. xx(ABC) is a target expression over ABC, but 

Xx(A.B<-B'.C) is a target expression over AB'C. 

4. If y is a target expression and u is a temporal expres

sion, then yu is a target expression, attrs(yu) = 

attrs(y). 
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5. If yx and y2 are target expressions such that 

attrs(yx) = attrs(y2), and K is a set of attributes, 

then yx U R y2, yx D R y2 and yx -^ 72 are target expres

sions, and attrs(yx UJQ y2) = attrs(yx D^ y2) = 

attrs(yx "K Vl^ = attrs(yx). 

6. If yx and y2 are target expressions such that 

attrs(yx) n attrs(y2)=0, then concatenation yx o y2 

is a target expression and attrs(yx o y2) = attrs(yx) U 

attrs(y2)• 

5.2.6 Beta Expressions 

Beta expressions are formally defined as follows: 

1. If r is a relation, r is an atomic beta and attrs(r) = 

R, the scheme of r. 

2. If z is a range specifier list, var(z) the set of 

variables specified in z, y a target expression using 

variables in var(z) and f a formula with all its free 

variables in var(z), then (y: z[f]} is a beta over 

attrs(y). (Note that f can be an empty formula which 

we interpret as always being true.) 

5.3 Interpretation of Tuple Expressions 

To define the semantic value for a beta or a temporal 

expression, we need to know how to substitute tuples for 
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tuple variables. Thus before proceeding to the definition 

of interpretation, we discuss the mechanism of substitution. 

5.3.1 Tuple Substitution 

The result of substituting a tuple t for a free vari

able X in a term a(x), a temporal expression u(x) or a 

formula f(x) is denoted as a(t/x), u(t/x) or f(t/x) respec

tively, t is chosen from the relation r if x€r. We use 

a, ax and a2 to denote terms, and u, v, ux, vx, U2 and v2 to 

denote temporal expressions. Now we give the formal defini

tion of substitution. 

51. Replace the term x(A) by T^ where T<̂  = t(A). 

52. Replace Shift(a,n) by Shift(a(t/x),n). 

53. Replace au by a(t/x)u(t/x). 

54. Replace ax U a2 by ax(t/x) U a2(t/x). 

55. Replace ax H a2 by ax(t/x) 0 a2(t/x). 

56. Replace ax - a2 by ax(t/x) - a2(t/x). 

57. If u is |b[A]|, replace it by the union of all the 

temporal elements |t'(A))|, where t' is an arbitrary 

tuple in K b ) . (The interpretation, 1(b), is defined 

in Section 5.3.2.) Clearly the result does not depent 

upon the tuple t under substitution. 

58. If u is a constant temporal element v^, u(t/x) = v̂ ,. 

59. If u is |a|. replace it by |a(t/x)|. 

SIO. If u is VX+V2, replace it by v^ (t/x)-»-v2( t/x) . vi*v2. 
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VX-V2, vx%V2, -V, Firstlnstant(v), Firstlnterval(v), 

Lastlnstant(v) and Lastlnterval(v) are treated 

similarly. 

511. Replace jax Oq a2I by |ax(t/x) ©q a2(t/x)|. 

512. Denote the result of ax(t/x) and a2(t/x) by the assign

ments, T̂ x̂ and ^^^2* respectively. Replace aĵ  Og a2 

by true if T̂ x̂ Og T^32' otherwise, replace it by 

false. 

513. Denote the result of u(t/x) and v(t/x) by the temporal 

elements, û , and v̂ ,̂ respectively. Replace u Og v by 

true if u^, Og v^; otherwise, replace it by false. 

Replace u Ot v by true if u^ O^ v^; otherwise, 

replace it by false. 

514. Denote the result of ax(t/x) and a2(t/x) by the assign

ments, TcX ^^<^ Tc2» respectively. Replace ax Opq a2 

by true if T^i Opq Tc25 otherwise, replace it by 

false. ax Opq C2 and ex Opq a2 are treated 

similarly. 

5.3.2 Interpretation of Formulas 

Let f be a legal formula with no free tuple variables 

after the substitutions, where true and false may appear as 

atoms. The interpretation of f, denoted 1(f). is defined 

recursively as follows*. 
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515. If f is true, then 1(f) = true. 

If f is false, then 1(f) = false. 

516. If f is -g, then g must have no free variables. Let 

1(f) = false if K g ) = true; otherwise, 1(f) = true. 

517. If f is g & h. let 1(f) = true, exactly, when K g ) = 

1(h) = true; otherwise, 1(f) = false. If f is g V h, 

let 1(f) = false, exactly, when 1(g) = 1(h) = false; 

otherwise, 1(f) = true. 

518. If f is 4x€bg, then x is the only variable that 

occurs free in g. 1(f) = true if there is at least one 

tuple t in K b ) , such that I(g(t/x)) = true; otherwise 

1(f) = false. 

519. If f is VxGbg, then x is the only variable that 

occurs free in g. 1(f) = true if for every tuple t in 

1(b), I(g(t/x)) = true; otherwise, 1(f) = false. 

520. If f is (g), then 1(f) = K g ) . 

5.3.3 Evaluation of Target Expressions 

We denote the evaluation of a target expression y by 

e v a K y ) . Let the result of eval(yx) and eval(y2) be the 

sets of tuples, t ĵ  and t2. respec i tvely. We define the 

evaluation recursively: 

1 . eval(Tc) = T̂ ,. 

2. e v a K x ^ ) = {t^) if tx substitutes in x^ . 
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3. eval(yi(Z)) = tx(Z). If rename A<-B is in Z, then 

eval(yx(Z)) = tx(Z-A) o tx(B). 

4. If Vc is the result of evaluating the expression u, 

then eval(yxu) = { f : t'Gtx and t' = txv^}. 

5. evaKyx ^K ^2^ - ^^'' ^^^ some t'Gtx ^^^ ^^"^ some t"et2, 

t€(t' U K t") holds). 

6. evaKyx "K y2) = (t: for some t'Gtx ^̂ id for some t"Gt2, 

t€(t'-K t") holds). 

7. evaKyx ^K y2) = (t: for some t'Gtx ^"^^ ^^^ some t"Gt2, 

tG(t' n^ t") holds). 

8. evaKyx o 72^ = Ĉ r for some t'Gtx ^^^ ^^^ some t"Gt2, 

t€(t' o t") holds). 

5.3.4 Interpretation of Betas 

If the set of variables used in a target expression y 

is (xx , X2. •••» Xri) and eval(y) is obtained by substituting 

each XX by a tuple tx. we may also denote the evaluation by 

eval(y(ti/xx, t2/x2i •••, tj^/x^)). Let {y: z[f]) be the 

beta. Without loss of generality, we assume that (xx. X2» 

..., x̂ )̂ is the set of tuple variables used in the beta and 

the set of variables specified in z is xx . X2 . .... x̂ ,̂ 

where n<̂ m. Let the range of xx be rx. which is either a 

stored relation or the interpretation of a beta and t ĵ  be a 

tuple of rx. Suppose yx and y2 are target expressions in y 

over variables, x^ and xj, respectively. If yx U^ y2' 
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yi ^K y2 or yi -K y2 is In y and tj and tj are tuples with 

different key values, tx and tj cannot be chosen at the same 

time if there exists another tuple tj' in rj, such that tx 

and tj' have the same key value. If (tx, t2, .... tn,) is a 

valid selection and I(f(tx/xx, t2/x2, ..., t^/xn,)) is true, 

then ty = eval(y(tx/xx , t2/x2, ..., t^/xn)); otherwise, ty 

is empty. Then I({y: z[f])) = the union of all ty's for all 

possible substitutions of (xx, X2, ••., x^) . 

5.4 Query Examples 

We give illustrations by expressing queries, in Exam

ples 4.3 to 4.9 of the previous chapter, in the temporal 

tuple calculus. 

Example 5.1 List the name of the employees of the Clothing 

and Shoes Department who earned a salary greater than 24K. 

{xx(NAME) Ixx(SALARY) >g^ 24K| Hj^ 

x2(NAME)( Ixx(DEPT) =& Shoes j + | xx (DEPT) =Sc Clothing!): 

(xxGemp, X2Gemp)) 

Example 5.2 List the name and salary of all employees in 

the Toys Department when John was a manager. 

{xxCNAME, SALARY)( I XX(DEPT) =& Toys| * 

I{X2(MANAGER): (X2Gmanagement) 

[X2(MANAGER) =y^ John])|): (xx^emp)} 
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Example 5.3 Compare the salaries of John and Tom while they 

were both employed by the organization. 

{xx(SALARY<-JOHNSAL)(|xx(SALARY)|*|X2(SALARY)|) o 

X2(SALARY<-T0MSAL)(jxx(SALARY)j*|X2(SALARY)|): 

(xxGemp, X2Gemp)[xx(NAME) =y& John & 

X2(NAME) =v^ Tom]) 

Example 5.4 List the name and the starting salary of all 

the employees who are presently employed by the 

organization. 

{xx(NAME, SALARY)FirstInstant(xx(SALARY)): 

(xxGemp)[NOW C |xx(DEPT)|]} 

Example 5.5 List the entire history of the employees whose 

salary is always greater than John's during [40,49]. 

(xx: ( xxGemp ) [-}x2Gemp( X2 (NAME ) =y& John & 

xx(SALARY) >v& X2(SALARY)[40,49])]) 

Example 5.6 Capture the instants when John's salary was 

increased. 

(xxIxx(SALARY) >& Shi ft(xx(SALARY),1) | : (xiGemp)} 

Example 5.7 In which department John was working when his 

salary was lowest. 

{xx(DEPT)Ixx(SALARY) <& xx(SALARY)w|: (xxGemp)} 



CHAPTER 6 

EQUIVALENCE OF THE ALGEBRA 

AND THE CALCULUS 

For several decades, logicians have known that first 

order languages are very powerful. A tuple calculus in 

classical database theory is a first order language, and 

hence believed to be very powerful. Codd [C070] showed that 

the relational algebra, with rUs, rfls, r-s, o-f^Q}^ir), 

<T^9B^^)» TTx(r), r[AGB]s and S^<_B(r), is equivalent to 

his tuple calculus in expressive power. There are two 

important consequences of this fact. First, it proves that 

the relational algebra is itself very powerful. Second, 

user friendly languages based on a relational algebra or a 

tuple calculus, suitable for computer implementation, are 

possible. In this chapter, we show that the temporal rela

tional algebra and the temporal tuple calculus, defined in 

Chapters 4 and 5, are indeed equivalent. Thus it allows a 

temporal database system designer to base new powerful 

languages for temporal databases on either the calculus or 

the algebra without fear of losing expressive power. 

From the point of view of equivalence, the most complex 

expressions are the relational expressions in the relational 

algebra and the beta expressions in the tuple calculus. Ue 

64 
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will only prove the equivalence of these expressions. The 

rest of the proof is trivial; therefore, it is omitted. 

6.1 Translating the Algebra to 
the Calculus 

In this section we want to show that for every alge

braic expression, e, there is a beta expression, b, such 

that K b ) = 1(e). This is done recursively as follows: 

1. A literal T̂ , corresponds to the beta {(T^): _} (empty 

range specifier list and formula). 

2. For a relation rx. the corresponding beta is simply rx-

3. With ex UJQ e2, we associate the beta, 

(xx U K X 2 : (xxGbx, x2Gb2)}, 

where I(bx) = I(ex) and K b 2 ) = K e 2 ) . 

4. With ex — K ^ 2 ' *̂ ® associate the beta, 

{xx -K X2: (xxGbx, X2Gb2)), 

where K b j ) = K e ^ ) and I(b2) = K e 2 ) -

5. To translate the projection, TTx(^)» ^^^ ^' ^^ ^ beta, 

such that I(b') = 1(e). Then with TTx^^), we associate 

the beta, {xi(X): (xxGb')). 

6. With e^ X e2, we associate the beta, 

(xx o X2: (xxGbx. X2Gb2)}, 

where K b ^ ) = K e ^ ) and I(b2) = K e 2 ) -

7. With o—(e; f ) , we associate the beta, 

(xx: (xxGb)[f'(xi)]), 

where 1(b) = 1(e), and formula f' is a direct 
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translation of f by replacement of each attribute A by 

the term xx(A). For instance, if f is B >v& C, then 

f is xx(B) >v& xx(C). 

8. With W(e[A]; f ) , we associate the beta, 

{xx[A]v'(xx) o xx[R-A]: (xxGb)), 

where 1(b) = 1(e), R is the scheme of e and temporal 

expression v' is a direct translation of v by replace

ment of each attribute A by the term xx(A). For in

stance, if V = jB >& C|, then v' = |xx(B) >s, xx(C)|. 

9. To translate the rename operation SA<—B^®^' ^® assume 

K b ) = 1(e) and R is the scheme of e. Then with 

8^<_B(e), we associate the beta, 

{xx(R-A, A<-B): (xxGb)). 

Example 6.1 Consider the temporal algebraic expression: 

TTNAME(W(emp; |DEPT =& Shoes|)) X 

o-(mangement; MANAGER =£& John) 

We convert this algebraic expression to an equivalent 

tuple calculus expression in the following steps: 

1. W(emp; |DEPT =^ Shoes|) is translated to the equivalent 

calculus expression: 

{xxlxx(DEPT) =sc Shoes I : (xxGemp)}. 

Therefore, T T N A M E < ̂  ̂  ̂ n̂ P ' I DEPT =& Shoes!)) can be 

written in the equivalent calculus expression: 
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{X2(NAME): (x2G{xx I xx (DEPT) =£̂  Shoes | : 

(xxGemp)))) 

2. On the other hand, o-(management; MANAGER =^^ John) is 

translated to the calculus expression: 

{X3: (x3Gmanagement)[x3[MANAGER] =^g^ John]). 

3. Finally we add in the cross product, an equivalent 

temporal tuple calculus expression is 

{X4 o X5:(x3G{x2(NAME): 

X2G{xx Ixx(DEPT) =5̂  Shoes | : (xiGemp)}, 

X4G{x3: (x3Gmanagement) 

[X3[MANAGER] = E & John]))}. 

We note that we have arrived at a very complex temporal 

tuple calculus expression. A shorter expression would be 

the following: 

{xx (NAME) |xx (DEPT) =s, Shoes I o X2: (xiGemp, 

X2Gmanagement ) [x2(MANAGER) =£Si Shoes]}. 

6.2 Translating the Calculus 
to the Algebra 

Every temporal tuple calculus expression is in the form 

of a beta. The goal of this section is to prove that every 

beta has an equivalent algebraic relational expression. 

Formally, for every beta, b, there is a relational algebraic 
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expression, e, such that 1(e) = K b ) . We provide step by 

step instructions to do the translation. 

Let b = {y: z[f]) be the beta, where y is a target 

expression, z is a range specifier list and f is a formula. 

Our conversion is inductive, and so we may assume that all 

occurrences of betas nested in b have already been converted 

to relational expressions which stand for stored or computed 

relations. Without loss of generality, we may further 

assume that these relations are only the stored relations. 

We assume the set of tuple variables used in f is {xx, X2, 

..., Xjĵ ) and the set of tuple variables in z is {xx, X2. 

..., Xpj) , where n^m. Also, no variable is bound by more 

than one quantifier and a variable does not occur free as 

well as bound. Thus, every variable x in b is tied to a 

unique relation which we denote as rel(x). To ease the 

translation process we also assume that if x^ and x; are 

different variables, then rel(xj^) and rel(xj) do not have 

any attributes in common; if necessary, this problem may be 

solved by renaming. We do the conversion through the fol

lowing steps: 

1. We convert formula f into its prenex normal form f'; 

i.e., move all quantifers to the front of f [SH67]. ^r-

denote the formula in f' following the quantifiers by 

g. Construct an algebraic formula g-̂  from g by replac

ing every Xi(A) in g with A. For instance, we 
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translate X2(DEPT)|xx(SALARY)I to DEPTjSALARY|. We 

then construct an algebraic expression e' for g: 

6' = cr-(rel(xx) X rel(x2) X ...X reKx^,); g^) . 

2. Next we handle the quantifiers in f . We deal with the 

innermost (rightmost) quantifier first. If it is -Jx, 

then ^orm TTattrs(e')-attrs(rel(x))(e')» and if it is 

Vx, then form e'/rel(x). (See Section 4.2.1 for the 

definition of the division operator.) This is repeated 

until all quantifiers are covered. We denote the 

resulting expression by e'*. 

3. To each variable xx in the range specifier list we 

assign a relational expression ex as follows: 

®i = TTattrs(rel(xx))^®")• 

4. For the target expression y, we do the translation 

recurively. First we convert every atomic target 

expression X£ to ex. Suppose ê .' and et" are the 

algebraic expressions for yx and y2 respectively. Then 

we construct the algebra expression e^ for y as 

follows: 

a. yx(X) -> TTKX<et'). 

where K is the key for ê ;̂. 

If there is a rename operation in X, for example, 

(X-A, A<-B), then 

yx(X) -> 6A<_B(TTKX<et')-
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b. If attrs(et') = R, and u is a temporal expression 

using the variables xxx, xx2. -..i xx^. then 

yxu -> TTR(W(et.' X rel(xxx) ^ 

rel(xx2) X ...X reKxx^); u')), 

where u' is obtained from u by replacing every 

term xxj(A) in u with attribute A. 

c. yx U K y2 -> et' U^ et". 

«̂- yi -K y2 -> et' -K et". 

e- yi flK y2 -> et' D K et". 

f. yx o y2 -> o (ex' X e2'; Kx=v&K2). 

where Kx and K2 are the key attribute of ex' and 

e2' respectively. 

5. Finally, e = TTR''(et), where R' = attrs(y). 

Example 6.2 We consider the following temporal tuple calcu

lus expression 

{xx(NAME): (xxGemp) [xx (DEPT) =v£̂  Toys & 

-]-x2Gemp( X2(NAME) =y.Sc John & 

xx(SALARY) >v& X2(SALARY)[40,49])]} . 

Since xx and X2 range over the same relation emp, let R 

be (NAME, SALARY, DEPT), the scheme of r, and R' be the new 

scheme, (NAME', SALARY', DEPT'), and we change rel(x2) = 

Sj^<_R;'(r). Then we also change the corresponding attributes 

for X2 in the formula. 
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1. After renaming, 

f = XX (DEPT) =v5i Toys & ^X2Gemp( 

X2(NAME') =V5^ John & 

xx(SALARY) >y^ X2(SALARY')[40,49]) 

Change f to prenex normal norm f : 

f = •3-X2Gemp(g) and 

g = XX (DEPT) =y5^ Toys & X2(NAME') =̂ 5̂  John & 

xx(SALARY) >v& X2(SALARY')[40,49] . 

Therefore, 

ga = (DEPT =V5^ Toys & NAME' =̂ 5̂  John 

SALARY >y& SALARY'[40,49]). 

Hence, 

e' = o-(emp X Sp. <_R/(emp) ; (DEPT =^s^ Toys & 

NAME' =v5i John & SALARY >V5̂  SALARY'[ 40 , 49 ])) . 

2. We consider the ^X2 quantifier. attrs(rel(X2)) = 

(NAME', SALARY', DEPT'). Let R = attrs(e')-

attrs(rel(x2)) = (NAME, SALARY, DEPT). Hence, 

e" = TTR(e'). 

3. The relation for the range tuple variable xx is 

extracted: 

ei = TTR(e") = e". 

(Note that we do not need to calculate the relation for 

X2, since X2 is not in range specifier list.) 
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4. The key for ex is NAME. Since NAME U NAME = NAME. 

Following step 4(b), we have 

et = TTNAME<ei) 

5. Since the scheme of et is the same as the scheme of the 

target expression and there is no scheme specification, 

e = e t; i.e., 

e = TTNAME(TTR(a-(emp X SR<_R/(emp); (DEPT =V5 Toys & 

NAME' =v& John & SALARY >v& SALARY'[40,49])))). 



CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we compare our model and query langu

ages with the other approaches discussed in Chapter 2, 

describe some directions for future research and summarize 

the contributions of this thesis. 

7.1 Comparisons 

Our model is based on a consistent extension of the 

relational model, which captures the semantics of historical 

data elegantly. An object in this model is considered to be 

an assignment which can be temporal or static. The assign

ment can represent the atomic, set—valued, triplet—valued, 

or set—triplet—valued objects of Tansel's model. Moreover, 

we do not differentiate between different kinds of objects 

during the operations; instead, we treat them uniformly. We 

have also removed the homogeneity requirement in Gadia's 

model; thus, entities with different time domains are al

lowed to be stored in the same tuple. As a result, we are 

able to represent any relations which can be represented in 

Gadia's or Tansel's models. 

A semantics through snapshot is very elegant [GA85A, 

GA85B]. Unfortunately, this semantics induces a loss or 

information after each selection operation (described in 

73 
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Section 2.2.2.). We allow a user to formulate a complex 

formula that can peek into the temporal information in a 

tuple. The selection operator then selects the tuples that 

satisfy the formula without any loss of information. We 

also allow a user to formulate complex temporal expressions 

to compute time domains and apply the "WHEN" operator to 

restrict tuples to these time domains. This enables us to 

retrieve simultaneous events at the tuple level. Therefore, 

every selection operation in Gadia's algebra has an equi

valent "WHEN" operation in our algebra. Pack and unpack 

operations of Tansel are unnecessary, since we can directly 

retrieve the temporal information. In addition, we give 

semantics for "always" and "sometime," which are not pro

vided in either Gadia's or Tansel's algebra. 

7.2 Future Research 

We have given a model and two equivalent query lan

guages for dealing with temporal information. However, many 

important issues remain open and should be considered in 

future research. We briefly highlight these issues. 

7.2.1 Aggregate Functions 

To recapitulate, report writers may be thought of as 

query languages having aggregate functions [KLU82, TNAR85A] 

Embedding aggregate functions in temporal databases. 
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however, causes subtle problems. A temporal relation is a 

three-dimensional object. Naturally aggregate functions can 

be applied in each dimension; for instance: 

a. What is the total of wages paid to the employees of 

the Toys Department during [11,11]?" 

b. "What is the average salary of John?" 

Question (a) can be expressed by first applying the 

"WHEN" operator to capture the instance of the emp relation 

at [11,11] and then applying the total-function to the 

SALARY attribute. Question (b) needs careful consideration. 

How should the average salary be defined? Should we add all 

of John's previous salaries together and divide it by the 

number of different salaries? Or should we weigh each 

salary of John by the length of its time period? We give 

more examples to highlight these potential problems: 

c. "What is the total wages paid to all the employees 

during [11,30]?" 

d. "What is the average wage of the employees in this 

organizat ion?" 

In addition to applying aggregate functions to the 

value of the objects, we can also apply them to the time 

domains: 

f. "How long has Mary stayed in the Credit Department?" 

g. "What is the average period that an employee will stay 

in a department?" 
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7.2.2 Dependencies and Normal Forms 

A study of dependency theory for temporal databases is 

necessary [C072B, AD80]. We can possibly define several 

types of dependencies that characterize certain temporal 

constraints in temporal databases. For example, a histor

ical dependency means that a constraint holds through the 

entire history of an object. Formally, if xx(K) is equal 

to X2(K) at some time point t, then xx(R) = X2(R). Another 

possible constraint is an instantwise dependency if x^CK) is 

equal to X2(K) at some time point t, xx(R) = X2(R) at t. We 

may further develop a normalization procedure that can avoid 

redundancies and anomalies in temporal relations. 

7.2.3 Implementation Issues 

In this thesis, we have not addressed the implement

ation issues related to the proposed model and the lan

guages. The two query languages are not proposed to be 

implemented directly. A practical database system based 

upon this model will be easy to implement. A more user 

friendly language should be developed for a better user 

interface. The optimization and performance issues associ

ated with practical query processing are significant and 

should be studied also. 

The construction of a temporal database system requires 

a special management of temporal information. Efficient 
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storage techniques are needed to minimize the access time to 

the value of objects as well as the time-stamp of the ob

jects. Meanwhile, many researchers have been studying these 

issues [AH86, AS85, GA86D]. 

7.3 Summary 

In this thesis, we have given a detailed description of 

a heterogeneous temporal database model. The underlying 

model is a generalization of the present non—INF temporal 

models, which use attribute time—stamping and allow time-

invariant and time—variant objects to coexist in a temporal 

relation. The model maintains a three-dimensional view of 

relations and avoids the inherent limitations of the other 

proposed models. Furthermore, it captures the semantics of 

time elegantly and enables us to provide queries with 

"always" and "sometime" semantics. 

We have also presented the detailed syntax and seman

tics of two abstract query languages (an algebra and a tuple 

calculus). They have the capability of formulating several 

kinds of complex queries dealing with time, which are not 

expressible in other existing query languages. Our main 

idea is to put more power into the selection and join oper

ators, which allow complex computations in a relation and 

directly retrieve the desired tuples without losing any 

information. On the other hand, we provide temporal expres-
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sions and the "WHEN" operator to capture simultaneous 

events. We believe that this solution is more natural than 

the introduction of the pack and unpack operators, or oper

ators to strip columns with temporal attributes of their 

temporality. Such operators create a large number of unne

cessary intermediate scratch pads, each of which may be very 

similar to previous ones. 

We have also shown that the set of queries expressible 

in the temporal algebra is the same as the set of queries 

expressible in the temporal tuple calculus. Thus, a data

base designer can develop a query language based on either 

one of these two languages without fear of losing expressive 

power. They also serve as a benchmark to evaluate the 

minimum capabilities of any reasonable practical temporal 

database system. 

We therefore believe that the heterogeneous model, in 

conjunction with the two query languages, will serve as a 

basis for temporal database theories and the evaluation of 

any development of temporal database systems. 
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